Hamilton Beach® 6 Cup (Cooked) Capacity Digital Rice Cooker

**Entire Meal, One Appliance** – Serve a well-rounded meal without dirtying a single extra pan. Sauté, pre-cook or brown ingredients directly in the non-stick cooking bowl, then add the grain and select a cooking cycle. Steam vegetables, meats, fish and more while the rest of your meal cooks.

**Rice Rinser/Steam Basket in One** – This cooker comes with a unique 2-in-1 steam basket designed to make pre-washing and cleaning rice easy. The steam basket is great for steaming vegetables, meats and fish – both alone and while cooking rice simultaneously. Along with the steam basket, the Hamilton Beach® 6 Cup Capacity Digital Rice Cooker includes a measuring cup and spoon.

**Versatile, One-Touch Setting** – No need to worry about boiling water or even setting a timer – the cooker will automatically shift to warm once the cooking cycle is complete. Simply choose the appropriate setting and let the rice cooker do the work. Enjoy up to six cups of cooked white rice, brown rice or your grain of choice.

**Easy Clean-up** – Clean-up is a snap with the dishwasher safe nonstick cooking bowl, glass lid and rice rinser/steam basket.

**DETAILS**

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® 6 Cup (Cooked) Capacity Digital Rice Cooker (Model 37506)
MSRP: $27.99
Availability: Now

Media Contact: Mary Beth Brault  I  804-418-8868  I  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com